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THE MPX SERIES SNARE DRUMS. 
SONICS MATTER, FIND YOUR SOUND.
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Snare Drum
 
MPX Maple/Poplar hybrid snare drums produce a controlled and precise attack with a balanced tone resulting in a shorter sustain staying consistent throughout 
the extremely wide tuning range. Fit for any musical style, these snare drums speak clearly both with ghost-note precision and a mighty backbeat crack.
 
MPX Steel shell snare drums produce a high frequency tight attack with a piercing tone perfect for cutting through the band and projecting an aggressive 
groove. The strength of steel produces a mighty energy and projects your sound far and wide

Deep Snare Drum

MPX Maple/Poplar hybrid shell deep snare drums produce thick and controlled cutting tone 
with huge projection. Tune low they can produce a very swampy wet tone or up high with a 
truly collosal crack.

MPX Steel shell deep snare drums produce sharp and deep cut with massive projection 
perfect for an aggressive application. The sound and feel is tight and bright perfect for 
blasting backbeats.
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Piccolo Snare Drum
 
MPX Maple/Poplar hybrid shell piccolo snare drums produce controlled cut and projection with exceptional versatility. These serve perfectly for either an accent 
snare sound or a main workhorse snare.

MPX Steel shell piccolo snare drums produce sharp cut and projection perfect for a high and tight main snare application and always a great complement as an 
auxiliary snare drum sound. Either way, it’s a must for any arsenal.

Side Snare Drum

MPX Maple/Poplar hybrid shell side snare drums produce a highly controlled accent snare sound perfect for any auxiliary or secondary snare applications 
equipped with a mounting bracket for versatile placement in any setup.

MPX Steel Shell side snare drums produce a sharp high-frequency accent snare sound perfect for any auxiliary or secondary snare applications equipped with a 
mounting bracket for versatile placement in any setup.

0641A Strainer for Piccolo Snares. Q-Lug for Piccolo Snares.
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New Maple/Poplar hybrid shell 
delivers a warm and vintage sound.

Piston Strainer (0671A)  enables a 
quick, comfortable, and smooth 
operation

W-Lug with smaller footprint for 
lower overall mass.

Shell & Finishes 

Features

Gloss Natural (NL) ChromeTransparent Midnight Black (MB) 

1.0 mm Steel7.2 mm Maple/Poplar


